Meeting called to order at 9:18pm

**TBS Chant**

**National Hymn**

**President (Casey):**

- KKYY is changing their chair positions to be year round like ours
- Put ideas on the workshop list going around
- Be thinking about going to convention
- Our retreat is this weekend! Sign the food lists!

**VP (Jeniece):**

- Mrs. Smith and Dr. Bovinette will be our honorary members!

**Treasurer (Bonnie):**

- TBS: $1491.47

**Secretary (Liz):**

- Tributes box is going around…
- Tributes from two weeks ago:
  - Roses to Casey for cleaning out the TBS closet!

**PR Chair (Eric):**

- NR

**Historian (Nathan):**

- absent

**Tech Coord. (Nick):**

- Will be completely redoing the list serves in the near future

**Recognition Chair (Carrie T):**

- Get me service ideas! Please! Be reliable!

**Alumni Correspondent (Omar):**

- NR

**Service Chair (John):**

- Service box is going around

**Ways & Means (David):**

- absent
Sisterhood Chair (Jessica):
    We’ll be playing some really fun games this weekend!

Jurisdiction (Megan):
    The parli pro presentation is coming up soon…
    Brush up on the constitution – we’re going over it soon!

Events (Kristin):
    We’re in the hole – we’ll get out, we just need to work at it!
    ○ We’re going to make and sell more roses possibly…
    ○ Pass more ideas my way!
    VEISHEA is confused, so we’re still working on the jazz band thing

Parliamentarian (Jason):
    NR

Chapter Sponsor (Mr. Smith):
    absent

Chapter Activity: NONE

Old Business
    Bonnie moved to allocate $40 from the TBS account for the purchase of a
    brick in the brick campaign with three lines stating “In Memory of Nicole
    Sosalla.”
    ○ Jason 2nd
    ○ Motion passed
    Jason moved to adjourn
    ○ Brian 2nd
    ○ Motion failed
    The TBS closet was cleaned out this week – contribute to get a t-shirt

New Business
    Bonnie moved to allocate $200 for the purchase of necessary items for this
    weekend retreat, with the remainder going back into the budget.
    ○ Omar 2nd
    ○ Motion passed
    Omar moved to excuse himself from degree this weekend, due to a prior
    commitment.
    ○ Emily R. 2nd
    ○ Motion passed
    Jeniece moved to commence voting on prospective members’ (pms)
    progression to 3rd degree.
    ○ Jason 2nd
    Jason moved to approve all pms by a single vote
    ○ Kevin 2nd
Motion passed
Emily R. moved to approve all nine prospective members simultaneously for progression to 3rd degree.
  - Kevin 2nd
  - Motion passed
Ideas for retreat discussed

Announcements:
  - Varieties went well this weekend!
  - Tom bought a truck, and people laughed at Kristin!
  - Buy a coupon book!
  - Megan got a job at Reiman Gardens!
  - If there are low brass people available next Wed. afternoon, talk to Kevin
  - ISU Jazz I was selected to play at the Iowa Jazz Championships
  - Omar is going to be in the honor orchestra!
  - Does anyone have any spare paper, etc?
  - Ashley’s mom bought I Love Lucy and Grey’s Anatomy for her!
  - Jeniece is 21!

The Bells of Iowa State

Adjourned at 10:53pm

Tau Beta Tributes:
  - To Kristin for helping me with all my kitchen manager stuff!!
  - As of Sat. we will have a new outstanding class! Welcome omicron!